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1

Unit 1 Air
Unit 2 Flight
Unit 3 How men learned to fly (Part 1)
Unit 4 How men learned to fly (Part 2)
Unit 5 Types of aircraft

THE WORLD
OF FLIGHT

Module 1

Aeronautics is the science that deals with flight through the air. Flight that takes place

out of the atmosphere is the subject of other sciences, such as Astronautics. In fact, as

we will see, most engined flight occurs in the presence of oxygen, which is one of the

main components of the air. In this Module we will examine the where, who, when and

what of the world of flight, that is, the place in which flight takes place; the beings that

make use of it; the efforts of man to fly – eventually successful with time; the flying

machines contrived to carry flight out.
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Air
Aeronautics, navigation through the air, has a lot in common with
Nautical Science, which studies navigation on water. That is because
both air and water are fluids (respectively, a gas fluid and a liquid

fluid). The general terminology is, therefore, almost the same. In the following first
Unit of this book, we will consider the gas fluid in which aeronautical flight takes
place: air.

BEFORE YOU READ
a. On the heliogram on the right

write down all the words related
to air that come into your mind.
Then compare your list with your
classmates. You can add more rays
to the heliogram if you need to.

2

1

Module 1 The World of Flight

U
ni

t

b. Label the boxes choosing from the following words: water, land, wind, waves,
clouds, tree branches, balloon.

c. Look up the following words in a dictionary or ask your teacher: blow, above,
upward, thin (v.), increase, surround, stable, escape, occur, within, although.

WHILE YOU READ
Go through the five paragraphs and label them, choosing from the list below.

Par. 1: a. Atmosphere layers.
Par. 2: b. Stability of the Earth’s atmosphere.
Par. 3: c. General characteristics of atmosphere.
Par. 4: d. The troposphere.
Par. 5: e. Atmosphere temperature.

PAR. 1 We live at the bottom of an ocean of air called the atmosphere. Air has no
colour, no smell and no taste, yet it is just as real as water or land. It is an ocean of air
just as real as any ocean of water. The ocean of air covers a larger area than all the
oceans of water put together. You do not usually see air because it is transparent, but

wind

bird
AIR

It refers to…
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3The air Unit 1

you can feel it against your face and you can even hear it when the wind blows. You
can also see waves and tree branches move as air pushes against them. Air has weight
and it is this weight that keeps balloons high above the Earth. It is viscous and resists
the motion of objects going through it. The faster objects move through the air, the
more air resistance they meet.

PAR. 2 The ocean of air extends upward from the Earth’s surface for many miles,
gradually thinning as it gets near the top. Near the Earth’s surface, the air is relatively
warm from contact with the Earth. For example, the average temperature in the
United States is about 59 °F (15 °C) all the year round. As altitude increases,
temperature decreases by about 3.5 °F (about 2 °C) for every 1,000 feet (about 300 m)
until air temperature reaches about 70 °F below zero (about - 56.5 °C) at 7 miles
(approximately 11 km) above the Earth.

PAR. 3 Air is composed principally of nitrogen and oxygen (78% and 21% by
volume) and surrounds the Earth with a stable pressure of about 10 N/sq. cm of Earth
surface. Scientists think that some of the other planets had atmospheres that they lost
because of weak gravitational fields. Atmospheres that are not accelerated to more than
20% of escape velocity (the velocity that must be reached to escape a planet’s
gravitational pull) are considered stable. On Earth, where escape velocity is 7 mil/sec (11
km/sec), such accelerations do not occur, even during the strongest volcanic explosions.

PAR. 4 The Earth’s atmosphere is generally divided into four layers, based on
temperature variations within each division, the troposphere, stratosphere,
mesosphere and thermosphere ( Fig. 1). With increasing elevation the troposphere and
mesosphere are zones of decreasing temperatures, whereas the stratosphere and
thermosphere are regions of increasing temperature. At any given level, atmospheric
pressure depends on the mass of the atmosphere above it, and density depends on the
pressure. Both density and pressure decrease rapidly with increasing altitude, particularly
above the stratosphere.

PAR. 5 The troposphere, the lowest layer of the Earth’s atmosphere, has for its upper
boundary the tropopause and for its lower boundary the Earth’s surface. The top of
the troposphere lies about 5 miles over the North and South Poles and about 10 miles

over the equator. It is in this layer
that practically all flying is done
(although jets may routinely fly
in the stratosphere) and all
weather occurs.

it refers to…

them refers to…

It refers to…

it refers to…

it refers to…

they refers to…

it refers to…

its refers to…

its refers to…

Fig. 1
Atmosphere layers.
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CHECK YOUR READING

Decide whether the following sentences are true or false. Correct the false ones.
T F

1. Air and atmosphere are synonyms.
2. Air is colourful, smelly and tasty.
3. There is an ocean of air and an ocean of water.
4. Air can’t be seen, felt or heard.
5. Air is not heavy.
6. If you move faster, air resistance increases.
7. As we go off the Earth, air becomes less dense.
8. It is the nearness of the surface of the Earth 

that makes air relatively warm.
9. Altitude and temperature are inversely proportional.

10. At 11 km above the Earth the temperature is 55 °C.
11. The only air components are nitrogen and oxygen.
12. The Earth’s atmosphere has a weak gravitational pull.
13. The Earth’s atmosphere is stable because the escape 

velocity is low, 11 km/sec.
14. Accelerations that cause escape velocity 

occur only during volcanic explosions.
15. There is a relationship between the temperature at - 55 °C and the Earth’s

escape velocity. In fact, both of them have the same distance: 11 km.
16. In the troposphere air temperature generally increases 

with increasing height.
17. The atmospheric pressure of the troposphere depends 

on the mass of the stratosphere.
18. At high altitudes air density is low and so is pressure.
19. The tropopause is the boundary between 

the troposphere and stratosphere.
20. The stratosphere is the layer where most 

aircraft fly and all meteors appear.

Find the right follow-ups of the phrases and sentences of the first column in the
second one. The first matching has already been done for you.

2

1

4 Module 1 The World of Flight

a. for each 1,000 feet increase in altitude.
b. The remaining 1 per cent consists almost

entirely of the gas argon.
c. yet it is just as real as water or land.
d. that is about two tenths of the volume of

air.
e. when the wind blows.
f. and for its lower boundary the Earth’s

surface.
g. that is, almost eight-tenths.
h. but it is really composed of several gases

mixed together.
i. just as water helps a water skier skim on its

surface.
j. because it is transparent.

1. Air has no colour, no smell and no taste,
... c ...

2. Air seems like nothing ......
3. You do not usually see air, ......

4. You can feel air against your face ......
5. Air keeps birds and airplanes up, ......

6. Nitrogen makes up slightly more than 78 per
cent of dry air by volume, ......

7. Oxygen makes up nearly 21 per cent; ......

8. Nitrogen and oxygen account for nearly 99 per
cent of dry air by volume. ......

9. The troposphere has for its upper boundary
the tropopause ......

10. In the troposphere the temperature normally
decreases about 3 °F ......
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5

The following text about the wind is in jumbled order. Rewrite the sentences and
phrases in your exercise-book so as to build up the original text. Sentence c is the
first one.

a. This happens because the warm light air is pushed by the cooler heavier air that
moves in to take its place.

b. Then the warm light air rises like an enormous, invisible balloon.
c. The sun causes air to move by heating it.
d. This kind of motion is the cause of wind.
e. When air is heated, it expands and becomes lighter.

LANGUAGE POINT
V O C A B U L A R Y

Match each word or phrase with its definition.

Par. 1 weight a. Result of adding several quantities together
and dividing the total by the number 
of quantities.

viscous b. Gas whose symbol is O.

Par. 2 average c. The space in which the Earth’s force 
of attraction is exerted.

Par. 3 nitrogen d. Stratum.

oxygen e. Force with which a body tends towards 
the centre of the Earth.

gravitational field f. Dividing line that marks a limit.

Par. 4 layer g. The property of a fluid to develop friction
among its molecules which limits its
mobility and fluidity.

Par. 5 boundary h. Gas whose symbol is N.

Find the opposites of the following words in the paragraphs given in brackets.
Par. 1 bottom ............................... (Par. 2 and 5)

push (v.) ............................... (n.) (Par. 3)
above ............................... (Par. 2)

Par. 2 increase ............................... (Par. 2)
Par. 3 strong(est) ............................... (Par. 3)
Par. 5 upper ............................... (Par. 5)

In Par. 1 you can find the five senses either under their names or represented with
their relevant verbs. Fill in the blanks with the right name or verb.

a. ……………… is the sense concerned with the perception of odour.
b. ……………… is the sense concerned with the perception of the sweet, salty, sour,

bitter.
c. Sight is the sense concerned with the ability to ………………

d. Touch is the sense concerned with the ability to ………………

e. Hearing is the sense concerned with the ability to ………………

3

2

1

3

The air Unit 1
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To transform Fahrenheit into Celsius and viceversa you can use these formulae:

°C = 5/9 (°F – 32)
°F = (9/5 °C) + 32
Ex.: 59 °F (59 degrees Fahrenheit) = 5/9 (59 – 32) = 5/9 X 27 = 135/9 = 15 °C
(15 degrees Celsius)

Give the equivalents of the following temperatures.
14 °F = ................... °C -17.8 °C = ................... °F
50 °F = ................... °C 0 °C = ................... °F
65 °F = ................... °C 10 °C = ................... °F

104 °F = ................... °C 25 °C = ................... °F
112 °F = ................... °C 40 °C = ................... °F

G R A M M A R

In order to understand a long or difficult sentence, follow these indications: look for
the main verb first; on its left you will find the subject phrase (with the head subject);
to the right of the verb you will find the object phrase, if required. For example:

head subject

subject phrase main verb object phrase

Find the main verb and the head subject of the sentences below. First draw a circle
around the main verb and then a rectangle around the head subject, as suggested
in the first sentence.

1. that takes place out of the atmosphere the subject of other sciences.
2. The ocean of air extends upward from the Earth’s surface for many miles.
3. Scientists think that some of the other planets had atmospheres that they lost.
4. On Earth, where escape velocity is 7 mil/sec, such accelerations do not occur,

even during the strongest volcanic explosions.
5. For many of these purposes, deviations of the real atmosphere from the

standard do not cause serious errors in calculations.

S K I L L S : Listening

There are ten wrong words in the text below. Listen to the recording and find them.

Atmosphere can be compared to the ocean and is actually smaller than all the oceans
considered as a whole. We cannot see it or touch it but we have no evidence of it when
we feel the wind against our body and see objects stand as it pushes against them.
Atmosphere gets thicker as we move from the surface of the Earth to the top; as we
go up, its temperature goes up. Air is mostly made up of oxygen and its pressure
around the Earth is variable. Atmosphere can be divided into three layers according
to density variations within each of them.

1. ....................... instead of ........................ 6. ....................... instead of ............................

2. ....................... instead of ........................ 7. ....................... instead of ............................

3. ....................... instead of ........................ 8. ....................... instead of ............................

4. ....................... instead of ........................ 9. ....................... instead of ............................

5. ....................... instead of ........................ 10. ....................... instead of ............................

6

isFlight

5

On most aircraft airfoil sections have fundamentally the same shape.

4

6 Module 1 The World of Flight

Tr.2
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7

REVIEW
Fill in the blanks.
We live at the bottom of an ocean of (1) ............................ called the (2) ............................ .

Air is transparent but is just as real as (3) ............................... or (4) ............................... .
Atmosphere covers a larger (5) ............................... than all the oceans together. Air has
(6) ............................... and it is this weight that keeps (7) ............................... above the Earth.
Owing to its viscosity, it resists the (8) ............................... of objects going through it. The
air (9) ............................... of an object is proportional to its velocity.
Atmosphere extends upward from the (10) ...............................’s surface for a great many
miles. It becomes gradually thinner as it nears the (11) ............................... . Near the
Earth’s (12) ............................... , the air is relatively (13) ............................... from contact
with the (14) ............................... . As (15) ............................... increases, temperature (16)
............................... by about 3.5 °F for every 1,000 feet. Air (17) ............................... reaches
about 70 °F (18) ............................... zero at 7 miles above the Earth.
Air is composed mainly of (19) ............................... and (20) ............................... . It
surrounds the Earth with a (21) ............................... pressure. Atmospheres are
considered stable when they are not accelerated so as to escape a planet’s gravitational
(22) ............................... . Other planets have probably lost their (23) ...............................

because of weak (24) ............................... fields.
The Earth’s atmosphere is divided into four (25) ...............................: the (26)
..............................., (27) ..............................., mesosphere and thermosphere. The four layers
have different temperatures. As elevation increases, the zones of decreasing
temperatures are (28) ............................... and (29) ...............................; whereas the zones of
increasing temperature are (30) ............................... and (31) ............................... .
The troposphere is the (32) ............................... layer and has the (33) ............................... and
the Earth’s surface for boundaries. On average, the top of the troposphere is between
about (34) ............................... and (35) ............................... miles above the Earth. In this
layer all (36) ............................... occurs and most (37) ............................... is done.

Answer the following questions.
1. What are the main characteristics of air?
2. When can you feel and see air?
3. What happens to air as altitude increases?
4. Why is the air near the Earth’s surface relatively warm?
5. What does temperature decrease by, as altitude increases?
6. What is the temperature at 11 km above the Earth?
7. What are the main components of air?
8. What is pressure for every square centimetre?
9. Compared to other planets, why has the Earth kept its atmosphere?

10. What are the atmosphere layers called?
11. As elevation increases, which are the layers with decreasing temperatures and

which are those with increasing temperatures?
12. What does density depend on?
13. As elevation increases, what happens to pressure?
14. What are the limits of the troposphere?
15. Why is troposphere important in Aeronautics?

2

1

The air Unit 1
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EXTENSION
Weight, pressure, resistance and compression

Match the experimental situations with the appropriate general scientific
statements.

EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS

1. We can show this by a simple laboratory experiment. Use a small pump to take
the air out of a bottle. Seal the bottle and weigh it. Then break the seal so that
the air rushes into the bottle. Weigh the bottle again. You will find that it now
weighs more than it did when the air was pumped out. Air has caused the added
weight. Statement …

2. When you suck a liquid through a straw, you remove the air from inside the
straw. This lets the pressure of the air outside the straw push the liquid upward
into your mouth. Statement …

3. A piece of paper will not fall straight downward, because it keeps rubbing
against the air. The paper will slide edgeways or sideways between the molecules
of air. Statement …

4. The faster you ride your bicycle or motorbike, the greater the air resistance
against you will be. You feel the air pushing harder against you. Statement …

5. While liquids are difficult to compress, gases can be easily compressed. When
you pump up a bike tyre by hand, the pump becomes warmer as the air
pressure increases. That is because the speed of the air molecules increases
when the pressure on them becomes stronger. The air then becomes warmer.
Statement …

GENERAL SCIENTIFIC STATEMENTS

a. The faster objects move through the air, the more air resistance they meet.
b. Air can be compressed and then becomes warmer.
c. Air has a definite weight.
d. Air resists the motion of objects going through it.
e. Air has pressure that can be used to lift water.

A

8 Module 1 The World of Flight

When you suck
a liquid through
a straw, ...
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SUMMARY
In this Unit you have met:

The air Unit 1

1. S/T = Scientific and Technical.
2. At the end of each Unit write the connectors in the list on page 233, according to the category they belong to.

International Standard Atmosphere (ISA)

The following text is about standard atmosphere, which is a set of standard
conditions of air adopted by most of the nations and airlines of the world. Fill in
the blanks choosing from the following words or phrases: density, height, pressure,
water vapour, hydrostatic, design, atmosphere, errors, performance, calibrations,
perfect gas, gravity, real, distribution.

Standard atmosphere is a hypothetical vertical (1) ............................... of
atmospheric temperature, pressure and (2) ............................... which is taken to be
representative of (3) ............................... for purposes of pressure altimeter (4)
............................... , aircraft (5) ............................... calculations, aircraft and missile (6)
............................... and ballistic trajectories. The atmosphere is assumed to obey the
(7)  ............................... law and (8) ............................... equation, which, taken together,
relate temperature, (9) ............................... and density variations in the vertical
sense. It is further assumed that the air contains no (10) ............................... and that
the acceleration of (11) ............................... does not change with (12)
............................... . Deviations of the (13) ............................... atmosphere from the
standard do not cause serious (14) ............................... in the calculations.

B

1. S/T1 CONTENTS a. General characteristics of atmosphere
b. Atmosphere temperature
c. Stability of the Earth’s atmosphere
d. Atmosphere layers
e. The troposphere  

2. LANGUAGE
2.1 Vocabulary

2.1.1 S/T1 Terms Nouns: acceleration, air, altitude, atmosphere, balloon, density, Earth, flying,
layer, mesosphere, motion, nitrogen, oxygen, pressure, resistance,
stratosphere, surface, temperature, thermosphere, tropopause, troposphere,
velocity, volume, weight, wind
Adjectives: viscous

2.1.2 Useful Words Verbs: blow, decrease, extend, feel, fly, hear, push, increase, lie, occur, see,
surround, thin 
Nouns: average, bottom, boundary, cloud, field, land, smell, taste, top, water,
wave, weather 
Adjectives: same

2.2 Grammar Breaking sentences into syntactic functional units
2.3 Skills Listening

3. STUDY STRATEGIES Skimming (labelling paragraphs choosing from given options)

4. CONNECTORS2 also (Addition), and (Addition), because (Consequence), but (Contrast), for
example (Clarification), whereas (Contrast), yet (Contrast)

5. MEASUREMENTS F (Fahrenheit), C (Celsius) 
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Flight
In Unit 1 we said that the troposphere is the layer where practically all
flying is done. In the following Unit we will consider the beings that
make use of flight. Because of their body structure and their feathery

covering, birds are the best fliers among animals, better than insects and flying
mammals, like bats. Most of these animals fly fundamentally by flapping their wings.
Wings are one of the most extraordinary structures created by evolution in the animal
kingdom. Insects and birds together make up more than three quarters of the Earth’s
animals: their exceptional evolutionary success is largely due to their ability to fly.

BEFORE YOU READ
a. Have a quick look at the text and then,

on the heliogram on the right, write
down all the words you already know
related to flight. You can add more rays
to the heliogram if you need to.

b. Label the boxes choosing from the following words: feathers, wing tip, tail, wing,
wing spread, beak.

WHILE YOU READ
Go through the four paragraphs and label them, choosing from the list below.

Par. 1: a. The “helicopters” of the bird world.
Par. 2: b. The “airplanes” of the bird world.
Par. 3: c. True natural flight, gliding and soaring.
Par. 4: d. Physical principles of a bird’s flight.

PAR. 1 Flight is the ability to move with direction through the air, an ability shared
by many animals. Humans can fly only in the machines they have devised. Bats, most
birds and many insects practise true natural flight: that is, the motions of their wings
produce the air support necessary to take off, fly, and land. A number of other kinds
of animals (e.g. flying squirrels, flying dragons) can glide for brief distances through
the air: that is, they can descend gradually by increasing the width of their bodies by
means of wing-like membranes, thereby increasing the surface area exposed to air
resistance. Many birds (e.g. eagles, condors) have the ability to soar: they can remain
airborne by floating without movement, supported by a rising column of air.

10

2
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their refers to…

FLIGHT

bird

wing
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PAR. 2 A bird can fly for the same reason that an airplane can fly ( Fig. 1). A bird
is able to fly mainly because the pressure of the air on top of its wings is less than the
pressure below. When the wings of a bird move forward, the air must travel faster over
the curved top surface of the wings than it does over the bottom surface. The pressure
on top of the wing is less than the pressure below, because of this difference in the
speed of the air ( Module 2, Unit 3).

PAR. 3 Birds fly by flapping their wings, steering mainly with their tails. In many
respects the flight of a bird is very similar to the flight of a conventional airplane.
Comparing a bird to an airplane, a bird’s wing is both wing and propeller. In fact,
whereas on an airplane the supporting structures (the wings) and the propelling
structures (the engines) are separate, for a bird both functions are performed by the
wing. The basal part of the wing supplies most of the supporting surface, the wing tip
most of the propelling force. A bird’s wing has many adjustable features: it can be
shortened or lengthened by flexion, the feathers of the tip can be spread or closed, the
angle of the whole wing can be altered. All these adjustments make the aerodynamics
of a bird’s wing much more complicated than that of an airplane; consequently, the
flight of a bird is much more varied and adaptable.

PAR. 4 Hummingbirds are the “helicopters” of the bird world. They beat their wings so
rapidly that they can hover in the air without moving in any direction. The heavier a bird
is in relation to its wingspread, the faster it must beat its wings. Hummingbird wings beat
from 60 to 70 times a second. The hummingbird is the only bird that can fly backward.

Flight Unit 2

Fig. 1
a. Air pressure
above a bird or
an airplane is
reduced as the
air flows around
the wings. The
reduced
pressure causes
a bird or plane
to rise.
b. A bat.
c. A condor.
d. An eagle.
e. The wing-like
membranes of a
flying squirrel.
f. A flying
dragon.
g. A
hummingbird.
h. A flying fish.

its refers to…

it refers to…

both refers to…

it refers to…

these refers to…

that refers to…

it refers to…

a

c

d

b

e

f

g

h
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CHECK YOUR READING
Read the passage carefully and decide whether the following sentences are true,
false or not mentioned. Correct the false ones.

T F NM
1. Humans, being animals, can also fly.
2. Together with bats, all birds and insects can fly.
3. True natural flight is defined as the motion  

of wings which produces the support in the air.
4. In order to take off, fly and land, air support is needed.
5. Birds and insects generate air support in the same way.
6. Only birds can glide.
7. Flying squirrels fly by flapping their wing-like membranes.
8. Animals that can soar can also glide.
9. Air pressure is lower above the wings of airplanes 

and birds and is higher below.
10. Air travels faster over the lower part of the wing.
11. The curved top surface of a wing makes  

the air go faster than it does on the lower surface.
12. The difference in the pressure of the air between 

the two surfaces is caused by the difference in speed.
13. The directional movement of a bird is mainly caused by its tail.
14. The basal part of a wing propels the bird,

whereas the wing tip gives the support.
15. The feathers of a bird are used to slow down its flight.
16. The aerodynamics of an airplane is not so complicated 

as that of a bird.
17. Hummingbirds do not move in any direction 

when they are suspended in the air.
18. If a bird is heavy and has a narrow wingspread,

it must beat its wings faster.

Find the right follow-ups of the phrases and sentences of the first column in the
second one. The first matching has already been done for you.

2

1

12 Module 1 The World of Flight

a. they are supported in the air, remaining
suspended without movement.

b. because there is a difference in the speed of
the air.

c. therefore the flight of a bird is more
diversified and flexible

d. the motions of their wings produce air
support.

e. the faster it must beat its wings.
f. that they can float in the air without

moving in any direction.
g. that an airplane can fly.
h. on a bird both functions are accomplished

by the wings.
i. than it does over the bottom surface.
j. they can descend gradually with their

“wings” open but immobile.

1. Bats, most birds and many insects practise
true natural flight, that is …d…

2. Besides birds, other animals can glide, that is
…

3. Many birds can soar, that is …
4. A bird can fly for the same reason …
5. The air travels faster over the curved top

surface of a bird’s wing …
6. The pressure on top of the wing is less than the

pressure below, …
7. Whereas on an airplane the supporting and

the propelling structures are separate, …
8. The aerodynamics of a bird’s wing is much

more complicated than that of an airplane, …
9. Hummingbirds beat their wings so rapidly …

10. The heavier a bird is in relation to its wing
extension, …
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LANGUAGE POINT
V O C A B U L A R Y

The meaning of a word can often be easily understood from the context. In Par. 4
you can find three occurrences of the word beat. What is its meaning?

Match each word or phrase to its synonym.

Par. 1 shared a. going up
devised b. principally
width c. that can be regulated
wing-like d. made shorter
thereby e. invented
rising f. modified

Par. 2 mainly g. made longer
because of h. characteristics

Par. 3 adjustable i. similar to a wing
features j. measurement from side to side
shortened k. owned, experienced
lengthened l. so
spread m. owing to, as a result of
altered n. extended

Match each term with its synonym or definition.

Par. 1 take off (v.) a. Velocity.
land (v.) b. To leave the ground and start flying.
airborne c. To be suspended in a fluid.
float d. To direct the course.

Par. 2 speed e. A device that moves an object through the air.
Par. 3 flap (v.) f. To remain suspended in the air in one place.

steer g. A machine for converting energy into mechanical
force and motion.

propeller h. Supported or transported in the air.
engine i. To beat.

Par. 4 hover j. To come down from the air to the ground.

What kind of flight do the following animals generally practise? Write the number
beside each description.
1. true natural flight – 2. gliding – 3. soaring

a. The flying squirrel uses its membranes to sail among trees. …
b. Eagles have very sharp eyesight and look for prey while flying immobile high in

the sky. …
c. An albatross has long narrow wings that permit it to stay aloft for many hours

over the sea. …
d. A strong flier like the racing pigeon, which can fly as fast as 90 miles an hour,

has short and heavy wings. …
e. Taking off from tree tops, the flying lizard can travel 50 feet. …
f. Ducks are excellent fliers and migrate thousands of miles between breeding and

winter grounds. …

4

3

2

1

Flight Unit 2
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In Unit 1, Par. 2 you found: “The ocean of air extends upward from the Earth’s
surface for a great many miles”. Scan the text of Unit 2, you will find two other
words composed with the suffix “-ward”, which means direction. Write them down
in the blanks together with the opposite of “upward”.

5

14 Module 1 The World of Flight

Par. 4 is about hummingbirds. There are aver 300 species of this kind of bird. The
smallest is the bee hummingbird which is about 2 in long, or 5 cm.

To convert the English measurements into the metric system make use of the
following equivalents:

1 inch (in) = 2.54 cm
1 foot (ft) = 30.48 cm
1 square foot (sq ft) = 929 cm2

1 mile (ml) = 1,609 m

Give the equivalents of the following measures.
a. 5 ft 8 in = ........................ cm f. 30 ml = ........................ km
b. 45 ft 10 in = ........................ m g. 49 ft 2.5 in = ........................ m
c. 100 ft 6 in = ........................ m h. 920 sq ft = ........................ m2

d. 295 ml = ........................ km i. 60 ml = ........................ km
e. 7 sq ft = ........................ m2 j. 34 ft = ........................ m

G R A M M A R

WORD ORDER. The order of an affirmative sentence in English generally follows the
so-called SVOMPT pattern, which is an acronym for ubject – erb – bject – 

anner – lace – ime.
Ex.: Orville Wright flew the first airplane successfully at Kitty Hawk in 1903.
Notice that Time can also be at the beginning of a sentence and Manner can be put
between the subject and the verb. Ex.: In 1903 Orville Wright successfully flew the first
airplane at Kitty Hawk.

Reorder the following jumbled sentences writing the words in the chart on the
next page.

1. an at atmosphere bottom called live ocean of the the we.
2. altitude and both decrease density increasing pressure rapidly with.
3. and bats, birds flight insects many most natural practise true.
4. birds by flapping fly their wings.
5. 1000 a a A.D. flight gliding in in made monk short the Wiltshire year.
6. Ages during flight Middle people the tried unsuccessfully.

7

TPM
OVS

6

................................

................................

................................ ................................
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S K I L L S : Speaking

Pair Work. With your partner try to remember what you read on pages 10 and 11.
In turns explain how birds fly using your own words. Follow the hints below.

a. Say what flight is.
b. Explain the difference between true natural flight, gliding and soaring.
c. Refer to animals to give examples.
d. Compare bird flight to airplane flight, referring to the different parts of a bird’s

body.
e. Say what is particular about a bird’s wing.
f. Say what is particular about hummingbirds.

REVIEW
Fill in the blanks.

1. ........................ is the ability to move with direction through the air.
2. True natural flight occurs when the ........................ produce the air ........................

necessary to ........................, fly and ........................ .
3. Over short distances flying squirrels can ........................ through the air.
4. Exploiting rising columns of air, eagles have the ability to ........................, that is

they can remain airborne by ........................ without movement.
5. The pressure of the air on top of a wing is .......................................... than the pressure

........................ .
6. The air must travel ........................ over the ........................ top surface than it does

over the ........................ surface.
7. Birds fly by ........................ their wings. They can manoeuvre in flight mainly with

their ........................ .
8. A bird’s wing has both a ........................ function, that is, the bird is kept up by the

........................ part of the wing, and a ........................ function, that is, the bird is
pushed forward by the wing ........................ .

9. A bird’s wing has many ........................ aspects which make its ........................ much
more complicated than that of an ........................ . Its flight is very varied and
........................ .

10. Hummingbirds are the ........................ of the bird world. They ........................ their
wings so fast that they can ........................ in the air.

11. If a bird is very heavy in relation to its ........................ , it must beat its wings
........................ .

12. The hummingbird can also fly ........................ .

1

8

Flight Unit 2

SUBJECT VERB OBJECT MANNER PLACE TIME

0 Orville Wright flew the first airplane successfully at Kitty Hawk in 1903.

1 We

2 decrease

3 true natural flight

4 by flapping
their wings

5 in Wiltshire

6 during the Middle Ages.
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Answer the following questions.
1. What is flight?
2. What are the three main types of flying?
3. What is true natural flight?
4. What is gliding flight?
5. What is soaring flight?
6. What is the pressure of the air on top of a bird’s wing like?
7. What happens on the curved top surface of a bird’s wing?
8. Is the pressure on the lower part of the wing lower or higher than that over the

upper part?
9. What are the movements of the wings and the tail respectively called?

10. What are the functions of the basal part of the wing and the wing tip?
11. What are the main features of a bird’s wing?
12. Compared to an airplane, what are the aerodynamics and the flight of a bird

like?
13. What is the result of the rapid wing-beat of hummingbirds?
14. What is the ratio between the weight of a bird in relation to its wingspread and

wing-beat speed?
15. What peculiar characteristic have hummingbirds got?

EXTENSION
How a bird flies

The following are the different phases of a bird’s flight. Match each picture with
the appropriate caption. The first has already been done for you.

A

2

16 Module 1 The World of Flight

1

2

3

4

5

controllare colore
(per me)
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a. The wings are at full upstroke.
b. The legs now push the bird into the air and the wings begin to open.
c. The toes grasp a branch with the legs cushioning the landing.
d. Another upstroke continues the flight.
e. The wings are then folded.
f. The bird is ready for the takeoff.
g. The legs are drawn toward the body, like an airplane folding its landing gear.
h. Downstroke begins in full flight.
i. The wings are at full downstroke.
j. The feet are being extended and the wings prepare to fold.

1. 6. ...................................................................

2. ................................................................................. 7. ...................................................................

3. ................................................................................. 8. ...................................................................

4. ................................................................................. 9. ...................................................................

5. ................................................................................. 10. ...................................................................

How an insect flies

Insects practise true natural flight and fly by flapping their wings. The wings of birds are
limbs modified by evolution. Penguins, for example, are birds which have become
adapted to “flying” in another fluid medium: water. Instead, the wings of insects are side
extensions of the body wall. Therefore, insects evolved their flying ability without
converting ambulatory limbs into wings.
In any case, the conventional laws of aerodynamics cannot explain how insects fly. The wings
of insects are very frail. How can they move their relatively heavy bodies? Igor Sikorsky, a
famous Russian-born American aeronautical engineer who built airplanes and helicopters,
used to state: “The bumblebee, according to our engineers’ calculations, cannot fly at all, but
the bumblebee does not know this and flies”. However, at the end of 1996, a team of zoologists
of the University of Cambridge (UK) may have discovered at last how insects do it.
The flapping motion of an insect’s wing is not used to move the air in order to go
forwards, but to generate vortices which suck the insect up. The evidence comes from an
experiment made on hawkmoths (Sphingidae). These big Lepidoptera were tied inside a
wind tunnel filled with coloured smoke. It was possible to see that, over the insects’
wings, cylinder-shaped vortices of air formed. It is likely that these air-cylinders draw the
little animals upwards and enable them to overcome the force of gravity.
The experiment with an actual moth gave a strong indication that such vortices were
present, but only a mechanical computer-controlled model was able to show the airflow
within them.

B

The bird is ready for the takeoff. (f).................................................................................

Flight Unit 2

6

7

8
9

10
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Which is right: a, b or c?
1. The wings of insects are

a. limbs modified by evolution.
b. extensions of the body wall.
c. ambulatory limbs converted into wings.

2. Penguins are

a. birds which go forwards by moving their wings in the water.
b. fish which go forwards by moving their wings in the water.
c. birds which go forwards by moving their wings in any fluid medium.

3. The conventional laws of aerodynamics cannot explain how insects fly because

a. their wings are frail in relation to their weight.
b. their body is too heavy in relation to their frail wings.
c. both a and b are correct.

4. The discovery made by the zoologists at the University of Cambridge is

a. certain and definitive.
b. almost certain.
c. still very uncertain and not definitive.

5. The flapping movements of an insect’s wings are used to create

a. a pressure difference between the upper and lower surfaces.
b. vortices which provide a forward movement.
c. vortices which suck the little animal upwards.

6. The experiments were made on

a. a species of moth.
b. a species of bird.
c. several species of insects.

7. In the wind tunnel the zoologists were able to see

a. the formation of vortices in the shape of cylinders.
b. the formation of cylinders in the shape of vortices.
c. both a and b are correct.

8. To show that these cylinder-shaped vortices were present on insects, they
employed

a. a mechanical computer which controlled a model.
b. a mechanical model which controlled a computer.
c. a computer which controlled a mechanical model.

18 Module 1 The World of Flight

Fig. 2
Vortices
generated by the
wing movements
of a flying hawk-
moth.
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Winged animals
Go quickly through the main reading passage and Extension B and find the names
of all the animals mentioned in this Unit.

C

Flight Unit 2

BIRDS

.......................................

.......................................

.......................................

.......................................

.......................................

MAMMALS

.......................................

.......................................

REPTILES

.......................................

INSECTS

.......................................

.......................................

FISH

.......................................

SUMMARY
In this Unit you have met:

1. S/T CONTENTS a. General physical principles of flight
b. General physical principles of flight 
c. The “airplanes” of the bird world: features of a bird’s wing
d. The “helicopters” of the bird world: hummingbirds  

2. LANGUAGE
2.1 Vocabulary

2.1.1 S/T Terms Nouns: aerodynamics, airplane, engine, flight, helicopter, machine,
wing tip, wingspread
Adjectives: airborne
Verbs: flap, float, glide, hover, land, soar, steer, take off

2.1.2 Useful Words Nouns: feature, width
Adjectives: adaptable, adjustable, varied, wing-like
Verbs: alter, lengthen, rise, shorten, spread
Adverbs: mainly, thereby
Prepositions: because of

2.2 Grammar Word Order: SVOMPT pattern
2.3 Skills Speaking

3. STUDY STRATEGIES Finding the topics of a text by exploiting words in bold 

4. CONNECTORS that is (Clarification), e.g. (Clarification), in fact (Emphasis), consequently
(Consequence), therefore (Consequence). MEASURES         

5. MEASURES inch, foot, square foot, mile . SUFFIXES         
6. SUFFIXES ward(s)  

albatross
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How men learned to fly (Part 1)
For humans, on the other hand, flying was just a dream for thousands
of years. Men watched birds and insects fly and tree leaves float and
tried to understand and imitate them. The concept of flying is as old

as mythology, with one of the earliest stories of flying being that of Daedalus and his
son lcarus. The earliest actual flights were made in balloons and later in gliders. But it
was only when motive power became available that flight was really practical. Flight is
undoubtedly one of the most important achievements of the human race in its constant
attempt to learn and then imitate, in order to master the surrounding world.

BEFORE YOU READ
a. Scan the text and find:

1. The name of a Greek inventor: ............................................................................................. .
2. The name of an Italian inventor: .......................................................................................... .
3. The name of two French inventor brothers: .................................................................... .
4. The name of a German inventor: ......................................................................................... .

b. You probably already know about the legend of Daedalus and Icarus. Working in
groups, can you say under which name each item of the following pairs must be
put?
son/father, his wings remained whole/his wings melted, fell into the sea/flew away,
successful flight/unsuccessful flight.

c. Look up the following words in a dictionary or ask your teacher: rider, waxed,
settle, sail, replace.

WHILE YOU READ
Go through the five paragraphs and match each topic to the corresponding
paragraph.

Par. 1: a. Historical unsuccessful attempts.
Par. 2: b. First historical successful attempts.
Par. 3: c. From balloons to dirigibles.
Par. 4: d. Man’s dream of flying since ancient times.
Par. 5: e. Legendary successful and … unsuccessful attempts.

PAR. 1 There have probably been times when you wished you could flap your arms
and take off like a bird. In ancient times people also wished they could fly and made
up stories in which flying was possible. The ancient Greeks told of winged horses that
could carry their riders rapidly through the air (e.g. Pegasus). The Arabians told of
carpets that could fly if you only knew the right magic word.

PAR. 2 The most famous story of antiquity about flying was made up by the ancient
Greeks aver 4,000 years ago. They told of a clever inventor, Daedalus, who was
imprisoned by the king of Crete, Minos. Daedalus escaped with his son, Icarus, on

20
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DAEDALUS ICARUS

Fig. 2
Daedalus and 
Icarus.

Fig. 1
Pegasus.
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wings of waxed feathers. Icarus, however, flew too close to the sun, his wings melted
and he fell into the sea. Daedalus settled alone in Sicily.

PAR. 3 During the Middle Ages various individuals unsuccessfully tried human-
powered flight; the most notable of these early pioneers was the monk Eilmer of
Malmesbury (c. 1000 AD), who made  a short gliding flight from Malmesbury Abbey
in Wiltshire. Many of these men built complicated ornithopter-type flying machines
(machines with flapping wings) of the same general type designed by Leonardo da
Vinci in the late 1400s. Giovanni Borelli’s work “De motu animalium” (“On the
Movement of Animals”, Rome, 1681) demonstrated that the muscular structure of a
human was inadequate for ornithopter flight.

PAR. 4 About a century later man did find a way to get off the surface of the Earth.
It was not by magic or by flapping arms, however. It was by floating. A Frenchman,
Joseph Montgolfier and his younger brother Jacques, noticed that the smoke from a
fire directed into a silk bag made the bag buoyant, that is, the smoke could rise and
lift light things with it. In fact, hot air is lighter (that is, less dense) than cold air. That
means that hot air will move upward through cold air, just as a piece of wood will
move upward through water. On June 5, 1783, the brothers filled a large linen bag with
hot air. The hot air rose, carrying the bag upward, too. It rose to an altitude of about
1,830 m, travelled more than 1.6 km from its take off point, and stayed aloft for 10
minutes. On November 21, 1783, the first manned flight took place when Jean-
François Pilâtre de Rozier and François Laurent, Marquis d’Arlandes, sailed over Paris
in a Montgolfier balloon. In 1784, Jacques Charles, a French scientist, realizing that
hydrogen was lighter than air, constructed the first hydrogen balloon and made
several flights up to an altitude of about 1.6 km. Hydrogen soon replaced hot air as
the buoyant gas for balloons. In the early 1800s many people went ballooning. For the
first time people could rise miles into the air.

PAR. 5 Balloons can only drift with the wind. Suppose, though, you place some kind
of engine in the gondola that will turn a propeller. The rapidly turning propeller
would drive the balloon through the air in any direction, just as a propeller on a ship
drives it through the water. A balloon driven by a propeller is a dirigible balloon, that
is, a balloon that can be directed. The first successful dirigible balloon was constructed
by Henri Giffard of France in 1852. In Germany Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin built
the first large rigid dirigibles. The balloon was put into a long cigar-shaped case of
aluminium so it could move through the air more easily. On July 2, 1900, his first
dirigible started to fly. People could now fly in any direction they wished.
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CHECK YOUR READING
Complete the following chart.

Check if your guesses about Daedalus and Icarus (in the Section called Before You
Read) were right by reading Par. 2 carefully.

The following text about Daedalus is in jumbled order. Rewrite the sentences and
phrases so as to build up the original text.

a. because the wax melted.
b. The story says Icarus flew too close to the sun.
c. Daedalus was a legendary Greek inventor
d. the colder it is.
e. who made wings of wax and feathers for himself and his son Icarus.
f. So he fell into the sea,
g. because the higher you fly,
h. We know today this is not a true story

Who were the people involved in the following situations and events?
1. The hot air rose, carrying the bag upward too, and drifted for a mile and a half

in ten minutes. By then the hot air had cooled down and this first aerostat could
fly no more. .............................................................................................

2. The most famous of his creations was the “Hindenburg”. It was 245 m long, had
a maximum diameter of 41 m and was kept aloft by 200,000 cubic meters of
hydrogen in 16 cells. Four 1,050-hp Daimler-Benz diesel engines provided a top
speed of 132 km/h. It was the world’s first transatlantic commercial airliner. It
crashed in flames in 1937. .............................................................................

3. He studied bird flight and drew a lot of pictures of wings which he thought
could be attached to the arms and legs of a man so he could fly. He also made
drawings of parachutes, propellers and helicopters. ..........................................................

4. He built and flew the first successful engine-powered dirigible. It carried a steam
engine and had a speed of more than six miles an hour. ..................................................

5. He was the first to explain muscular movement and other body functions
according to the laws of statics and dynamics. In his main work, he tried to
explain the movements of the animal body according to mechanical principles.
..........................................................

4

3

2

1
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PERIOD OR DATE PEOPLE EVENT PLACE

ancient times a. Greeks a. told of winged horses (Pegasus) a. Greece
b. ............................... b. ............................... b. Orient

4,000 years ago
various individuals /

made short gliding flight
Vinci, Italy

1681
Montgolfier brothers

sailed over Paris in a Montgolfier balloon
France

early 1800 /
constructed first successful dirigible

Germany 
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LANGUAGE POINT
V O C A B U L A R Y

Match each word or phrase to the one with the same meaning.

Par. 1 made up a. dissolved, liquefied
winged b. invented

Par. 2 melted c. first
Par. 3 early d. occur, happen
Par. 4 get off (the ground) e. as far as

take place f. with wings
up to g. container

Par. 5 case h. take off

Match each term with its synonym or definition.

Par. 3 human-powered a. A device with several blades, which is turned
round very fast by an engine for moving a
vehicle.

Par. 4 buoyant b. To be carried along with no guidance or
control.

aloft c. An elongated car attached to the underside of
a dirigible.

manned d. In the air.
Par. 5 drift e. To direct, operate.

gondola f. Operated by man.
propeller g. Carrying men.
drive h. Able to float.

Read the following definitions and find five materials in the text.

1. Soft yellow substance produced by bees used for making candles or for
modelling  (Par. 2): .......................................................................................................................

2. The filament secreted by the silkworm when spinning its cocoon (Par. 4):
................................................................................................................................................................

3. Hard solid substance of a tree (Par. 4): ................................................................................

4. Cloth made of flax (Par. 4): .......................................................................................................

5. Silver white malleable ductile light metallic element (Par. 5): ....................................

G R A M M A R

Compounds (I). Compound Nouns are a group of two or more nouns of which
those preceding the last one have the function of adjectives. Compound Nouns occur
frequently in S/T writing because they supply information in a very concise way.
Follow these indications to understand them: begin at the end, then work backwards.
For example, “sea level pressure” means “pressure at the level of the sea”. Notice that
the nouns preceding the last one do not generally require the plural, having the func-
tion of adjectives. For example, the phrase “the world of birds” is restated into the
compound “the bird world”.

3

2

1
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Rewrite these Compound Nouns as phrases. Provide articles and prepositions
as necessary.

1. tree branches
2. air support
3. air resistance and pressure
4. Earth escape velocity
5. atmosphere temperature variations
6. insect flight laboratory experiment
7. altitude and pressure values
8. pressure altimeter calibrations
9. aircraft and missile designs

10. sea level temperature
11. air speed difference
12. bird wing beat cycle

Rewrite these phrases as compound nouns.
1. area of the surface
2. world of insects
3. wings of hummingbirds
4. temperature of the tropopause
5. density at the level of the sea
6. relationship between pressure and altitude
7. bags of linen and silk
8. point of take off
9. balloon filled with hydrogen

10. law on the volume of gases
11. surface of the top of the wing
12. extensions on the sides of the bodies of insects

S K I L L S : Listening

You will listen to an imaginary interview with the Montgolfier brothers. The text
is given below in scrambled order. Listen to the recording and rearrange it, writing
numbers in the spaces provided. The first one has already been done for you.

J. Montgolfier: Oh, you mean that big paper bag... Well, it was my first attempt
but Etienne also gave his contribution to my experiments.

Interviewer: You are twins, aren’t you?
Interviewer: And what about your family?
Interviewer: Good morning Sirs... er... I’m sorry, I obviously know you are the

Montgolfier brothers, but I can’t remember your first names.
J. Montgolfier: Well, in the second test three passengers were on it!
Interviewer: When did you start large-scale experiments?
E. Montgolfier: ... and mine is Etienne.
E. Montgolfier: (laughing) No, just a sheep, a duck and a cock. We wanted to

know abut their reactions to high altitudes.
J. Montgolfier: It was a very large one, there were sixteen of us, and my father,

well, he owned a paper factory south of Lyon.
J. Montgolfier: Yes, we used taffeta and we succeeded in making such a balloon

rise to the ceiling of a room in our house.

1

5

4b

4a
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E. Montgolfier: In 1783, on June 1st and then in September. Actually in the first
test the balloon even rose higher in the sky, but in the second one
it travelled a longer distance.

Interviewer: You made one of man’s dreams come true! Thank you very
much, gentlemen.

Interviewer: This is the reason why you had your first idea of...
Interviewer: Then you changed the type of material used for the bag, didn’t

you?
Interviewer: Was there anyone on the balloons?
Interviewer: When was the first flight with human beings?
J. Montgolfier: On 21 November, 1783. There were two men and they flew for 25

minutes at a height of 900 metres, moving 10 kilometres away.
J. Montgolfier: Oh, no. Actually I’m five years older than my brother Etienne.
J. Montgolfier: My name is Joseph...
E. Montgolfier: Yes, that’s true. I read something about the possibility of making

such bags floating when filled with hydrogen gas, but at first it
was unsuccessful.

Interviewer: Some friends of yours?

REVIEW
Fill in the blanks choosing from the following: rises, dirigible, structure, flying,
Montgolfier, Charles, Zeppelin, lighter, winged, flew off, propeller, gas, flap,
buoyant, hydrogen, ornithopter, devices, light, balloon, drift, aloft, hot, conceived.

Flying was a dream for thousands of years. In ancient times people told of (1)
............................................... magic carpets and (2) ............................................... horses. The most
famous legend was that of Daedalus and Icarus who (3) ............................................... on wings
of waxed feathers. For thousands of years inventors (4) ......................................... the most
eccentric (5) ............................................... to imitate birds. But they could only see their
machines crash or (6) ............................................... in the air in vain. The problem was that
the muscular (7) ............................................... of a human is inadequate for (8)
............................................... flight.
At the end of the 18th century, a Frenchman, Joseph (9) ............................................... , and his
brother Jacques noticed that the smoke from fires (10) ............................................... and, in so
doing, can raise (11) ............................................... things with it. In fact, hot air is (12)
............................................... than cold air. That means that (13) ............................................... air
will move upward through cold air and can make a balloon (14) ............................................ .
On June 5, 1783, the brothers made the first (15) ............................................... rise. It stayed
(16) ........................................ for ten minutes. In 1784, another Frenchman, Jacques (17)
....................................... , constructed the first (18) ........................................ balloon. This (19)
............................................... soon replaced hot air. However, balloons can only (20)
............................................... with the wind. If a kind of engine, which will turn a (21)
..............................................., is used, the balloon can be steered. The first large rigid (22)
............................................... was built by Ferdinand von (23) ............................................... and flew
on July 2, 1900.

1
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Answer the following questions.
1. What does the legend of Daedalus and Icarus tell?
2. What did the monk Eilmer of Malmesbury do from Malmesbury Abbey?
3. Who designed an ornithopter?
4. What is an ornithopter?
5. What did Giovanni Borelli demonstrate?
6. What did Joseph Montgolfier notice by looking at a fire?
7. For what reason can smoke raise a light thing?
8. What happened on June 5, 1783?
9. In the following years, what was hot air replaced by?

10. What is a dirigible, basically?
11. What was the dirigible constructed by Zeppelin like?
12. When did the first large rigid dirigible move through the air?

Looking at the chart you completed in Check Your Reading 1, rewrite the reading
passage with your own words without referring to the text. Start like this:
In ancient times Greeks told of winged horses and Arabians told of magic flying carpets.
4,000 years ago...

EXTENSION
Red-letter dates in aviation
The table on page 27 is about important events in aviation history until the end of
the 19th century. Scan the text and find the following information:

1. The place where the principle of floating was discovered.
2. The person who discovered the principle of jet propulsion.
3. The first important aviation event after Christ’s death.
4. The flight devices drawn by Leonardo da Vinci.
5. The date when most flight events took place.
6. The profession of the first woman who went ballooning.
7. The name of the first aviation magazine.
8. The date of the first aerial photographs.
9. The person who made the first successful glider flights.

10. What happened to the three men who first attempted the aerial exploration of
the Arctic.

A

3

2
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Fig. 7
Otto Lilienthal.
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c. 215 B.C. – Principle of Floating Discovered by
Archimedes in Sicily. This was used about 2,000 years later
to help make balloons.
c. 100 B.C. – Principle of Jet Propulsion Discovered by
Hero in Alexandria. This was used about 2,000 years later
to help make jet planes.
c. 1290 – Balloon Filled with “Liquid Fire” suggested by
Roger Bacon in England.
c. 1490 – Drawings of Parachute, Helicopter, Propeller,
and Flying Machine with Wings made by Leonardo da
Vinci in Italy.
1783, June 5 – The Montgolfier Brothers launched an
unmanned balloon that rose to 5,000 feet, traveled more
than 1 mile, staying aloft for ten minutes.
1783, Oct. 15 – First Lighter-than-Air Ascent in a captive
hot-air balloon by François Pilâtre de Rozier in Paris.
1783, Nov. 21 – First Cross-Country Trip in a Hot-Air
Balloon by De Rozier and Marquis d’Arlandes. Balloon
rose 500 feet in the air, traveled 5.5 miles over Paris in 25
minutes.
1783, Dec. 1 – Cross-Country Flight in Hydrogen
Balloon by J.A.C. Charles and M. Robert. They flew 25
miles from Paris in about two hours. The same day
Charles ascended alone to 9,000 feet.
1784, June 4 – First Flight by Woman. Mme. Thible,
French singer, ascended in a balloon in France.
1785, Jan. 7 – First International Air Trip. John Jeffries
and Pierre Blanchard crossed English Channel in a
hydrogen balloon from England to France.

1785, June 15 – First Air Death. De Rozier killed in
explosion of combination hydrogen and hot-air balloon
near Boulogne, France.
1797, Oct. 22 – First Parachute Jump from Balloon made
by André Jacques Garnerin 6,000 feet over Paris.
1842, Sept. 29 – Steam-driven Airplane Model Patented
by William Samuel Henson in England. The plans called
for all the elements of a modern plane except ailerons.
1846 – First Aviation Magazine, The Balloon, founded in
England by Henry Tracy Coxwell.
1848 – Model Airplane Flown by John Stringfellow. It was
based on Henson’s ideas and flew 120 feet at Chard,
England.
1852, Sept. 24 – First Controlled Engine-powered
Lighter-than-Air Flight by Man. Steam-driven airship
flown by Henri Giffard at speed of about 5 mph over Paris.
1859, Aug. 16 – Official Airmail Carried by John Wise in
balloon flight from Lafayette to Crawfordsville, Ind.
1860 – First Aerial Photographs taken from a balloon
over Boston by William Black.
1871 – Wind Tunnel Designed by F.H. Wenham for
Aeronautical Society of Great Britain.
1891-1896 – First Successful Glider Flights made by Otto
Lilienthal in Germany.
1893 – Box Kite Invented by Lawrence Hargrave of
Australia. He was elevated 100 ft by a train of kites.
1897 – First Attempt at Aerial Exploration of the North
Pole. S.A. Andrée and two companions disappeared in a
balloon flight over the Arctic.
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imaginative
representation
of the time
(1842).
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Archimedes’ principle
Some of the principles which men later used in flying were discovered even before
Christ was born. In ancient Greece, Archimedes (3rd century B.C.) learned how and
why objects float. His findings were later used in building balloons and dirigibles.
Archimedes’ principle is the fundamental natural law of buoyancy. It states that any
object floating upon or immersed in a fluid is buoyed upward by a force equal to the
weight of the displaced fluid.
Any submerged object is subject to a greater pressure force on its lower surface than
on its upper surface, creating a tendency for the object to rise. This tendency is
counteracted by the weight of the object, which will sink if it is heavier than the
surrounding fluid and will rise if it is lighter. If the object weighs the same as an
equivalent volume of the fluid, it will be in equilibrium and remain motionless.

Decide whether the following statements are true or false. Correct the false ones.
T F

1. The principles used in flying were discovered in recent times.
2. Archimedes lived in the 3rd century after Christ’s death.
3. Archimedes’ discovery is applied to make aeroplanes fly.
4. Archimedes’ principle is the fundamental natural law of floating.
5. It states that a body immersed in water is pushed upward 

by a force equal to the weight of the water displaced.
6. An immersed body is subject to a greater pressure force 

on its upper surface than on its lower surface.
7. The greater pressure force on its lower surface tends to raise the object.
8. If the object has the same weight as an equivalent volume 

of the fluid, it will rise.

B
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Fig. 9
Archimedes (D.
Fetti, 1620).
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